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Earth Day
I love Earth Day because I can help pick up the trash that people throw out of their windows. I
also love Earth day because I like to play outside when it’s warm out. I love Earth day because I
can see the wildlife and I also like to see the trees and how pretty they look when they bloom.

The first reason why I love Earth day is because I can help pick up the trash that’s everywhere. I
like to pick up the trash because I’m helping the environment.I like it when I’m helping pick up
the garbage on the ground because it makes me feel good. I also like to swim, but sometimes I
find trash buried under the sand and I feel bad for the animals who live in the water because
people are throwing trash in their environment. Sometimes I want to dive deep down into the
water and find all the trash I can and make sure it gets thrown away. I dislike how there are
these big factories that have big pipes running under the water because it pollutes it and the sea
creatures and the reefs all die because it’s toxic to them.

The second reason why I love Earth day is because I like to play outside. When I play outside I
like to hear the birds sing and I also like to watch the birds. I also like to see other wildlife like
deer, moose, fish and other animals. Sometimes when I play outside I like to explore a little bit
and see what I can find. On the weekends my Nana puts on this show and it’s about wildlife and
I like to watch it. But, if garbage is all over the ground the animals might eat and they could die. I
don’t like to see animals die. I also don’t like how some people hunt because some people road
hunt and shoot from their window. That should only be for disabled people who like hunting. I
don’t like how people hunt with dogs because they don’t even give the animal’s there hunting a
chance.

The third reason why I love Earth day is because I like the trees and I like to see them blossom.
But sometimes I see that some places have tons of trees cut down. I don’t like to see that
because the trees help clear all the bad air and give us nice clean air. I also don’t like how some
people burn down more than half of a rainforest just to make a cocoa bean farm. I don’t like how
people just drop paper and bottles because if you recycle paper you're saving trees because
that paper could be reused.

My opinion about Earth day is that I really love it. I love it because I can take walks and pick up
the garbage that's on the ground. I also love Earth day because I can see nature while I’m
walking and I can enjoy the day helping by picking up the trash. I also love to recycle but I can’t
at home because my Nana doesn’t have recycling cans. I like everything about Earth day even
if it’s a rainy, wet day or it’s a really nice day.



In conclusion, I explained why I love Earth day. I love Earth day because I can help pick up
garbage,and I can enjoy the outdoors. I also like Earth day because I like to see the trees and
how pretty they are when they blossom. That’s why I love Earth day.




